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SECTION B

Board OKs tuition, housing, fee hikes
On campus students hit with
$320 increase for 1996-97
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor

CHAD GALLAGHER/Staff photographer
Eastern President David Jorns and Student Government Vice President for Public Affairs
Jason Anselment discuss the proposed tuition, housing and fee hikes at Thursday’s Board
of Governors meeting in Springfield. The board unanimously approved increases in all
three areas for the 1996-97 school year.

SPRINGFIELD – The Board of
Governors Thursday without hesitation
unanimously approved increases in
Eastern’s tuition, student fees and room
and board for the 1996 academic year.
Tuition will go up 4.3 percent, or $42
per semester, while student fees for fulltime students will rise 5.5 percent, or $22
per semester next fall.
The board also approved a 5.9 percent
increase in student housing.
With all of these increases, a student
living in the dorms with a 14-meal plan
will be paying $320 more to attend Eastern
for one year, a total cost of $6,275.10.
The board trustees unanimously
approved all of the proposals and did not
ask for any presentation or explanations
from Eastern officials.
“I was a bit surprised (the board did not
ask questions),” said BOG student
representative Jason Anselment. “I had a

report prepared, but I think the board
respected the individual interests of the
schools because they will soon be
governed by their own boards.”
The BOG is set for elimination on Jan. 1
when individual boards will take
governance over the five BOG schools.
The BOG is scheduled for its final meeting
Dec. 7 at Chicago State University to wrap
up legal matters affiliated with the
transition.
Jack Bleicher, acting chancellor for the
BOG, said he was in favor of tuition
increases at the five BOG schools and the
fluctuation each school was given because
the universities will soon have their own
governing boards.
For the first time, the BOG did not
mandate a tuition percent increase for all
five institutions, but allowed each school to
decide on a hike between 2.5 and 4.5
percent.
“It has proved almost impossible to hold
See HIKES page 2

Professor’s vacation put marijuana arrest on hold
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor
An Eastern professor ’s summer
vacation prolonged his arrest on drug
charges by the East Central Illinois Task
Force.
Associate English professor Theodore
K. Quinn, 53, was arrested Sept. 12 and
charged with the manufacture of cannabis
and the unlawful production of marijuana
after officers found eight marijuana
plants on his property July 31.
Dale Righter, an attorney handling the
task force cases, said Quinn was not at
home at the time of the July 31 search,
forcing officers to leave a card with his
son, who was at the rural residence south
of Charleston.

“

Usually citizens give us
tips. We also check out
the same growing locations
year after year.”
— Gary Rollings,
supervisor for
drug task force

“The police left their card and asked
him to get a hold of them,” Righter said.
“Quinn never did, so I waited until all the
tests and police reports were done and
then put out a warrant for his arrest.”
A preliminary hearing for Quinn has
been set for Oct. 10 at 9 a.m. at the Coles
County Courthouse on the Charleston

Square.
Righter said whether suspects are
arrested at the time of the property search
goes on a case by case basis. Officers
make sure the materials they have
collected are drugs before an arrest is
made, he added.
The task force is a federally funded
force that was started in December 1989.
From July 1, 1994, to May 31, 1995, the
force has made 85 drug-related arrests in
the Charleston area.
Master Sergeant Gary Rollings,
supervisor for the task force, said they get
information on possible marijuana
growing locations from a number of
different sources.
“Usually citizens give us tips,”
Rollings said. “We also check out the

same growing locations year after year.”
Rollings said there are several
indications used to tell whether marijuana
is growing wild or is being cultivated.
“Usually a source of water is nearby so
(the growers) don’t have to carry water
long distances,” Rollings said. “Fertilizer,
which will show up in the soil, and the
way the plants are spaced are also used.”
Rollings added the condition of the
plants also are used. Cultivated plants
grow better than wild plants.
In order to spot growing locations in
rural areas, the task force uses airplanes
to do fly-by searches. The searches are
done on either a random basis or on the
basis of tips or inspections.
Plants as high as one to two feet tall
can be seen through flight searches.

Summer heat had little effect on Charleston business
Chamber of Commerce reports only small decrease in summer sales
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor
Although hot summer weather
broiled Illinois for most of the
summer, Charleston residents still
found the energy to get out and
shop, according to statistics from
the Charleston Chamber of
Commerce.
Bob Taylor, executive director
of the Chamber of Commerce, said
city businesses suffered only a
small setback in sales tax revenue
between the first quarters of the
1994 and 1995 fiscal years.
The fiscal year runs from July to
June of the following year.
According to statistics from the

Chamber of Commerce, Charleston businesses during the
summer only lost $14,036 between
the first quarter of fiscal year 1994
and fiscal year 1995.
The decrease comes despite an
increase of 23 taxpayers moving
into the city between the two
years.
“(The drop) is definitely within
a workable range,” Taylor said.
“The first quarter is usually the
lowest. The fourth quarter is the
holiday season, so it’s higher.”
Despite Charleston’s stable
sales, the average sales for
businesses across the rest of the
state did not fair as well.
Sales tax revenue grew by only

4.5 percent during July and August
of this year, almost half the rate of
growth for the same period a year
ago.
Sales averages for July and
August did not fare much better
than the total for the entire
summer.
In July, sales tax revenue
increased a mere 6 percent, while
August sales totals increased only
3 percent.
Illinois Comptroller Loleta Didrickson, in a press release,
blamed the summer’s record heat
wave on the state’s decrease in
sales.
Temperatures in Illinois reached
as high as 102 degrees in some

areas, with heat indexes escalating
to 120 degrees. The heat index is
how hot the temperature actually
feels.
Despite Charleston’s small
average drop in sales between
1994 and 1995, 10 areas of
Charleston business received some
hard financial blows. Drugs and
medication sales tax revenue took
a $7,000 drop to $32,563, while
manufacturing had a $3,412
decrease in revenue.
Agricultural business dropped
the most, however, suffering a
$17,000 decrease in tax revenue
dropping from $29,992 to $12,353.
“We’re looking at Rural King to
increase our sales taxes,” Taylor

said.
“But at the same time, we have
to retain our current level of sales
taxes.”
Rural King, a farm implement
store located at the intersection of
Illinois Route 130 and Route 16
near Charleston High School, is
expected to open by Nov. 1.
In addition, a SAVE-A-LOT
grocery store, 1400 E. Lincoln
Ave., opened over the summer.
Despite the decreases, some
business areas flourished,
including automotive filling
stations and eating and drinking
establishments, which increased
$11,000 and $2,000 in tax revenue
respectively.
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Study: Student loan
debt up since 1992
WASHINGTON (AP) – More
American students and their parents are taking on debt – and
more of it – to pay for college, a
study said Thursday.
Borrowing for college has
jumped 50 percent since 1992,
from $16 billion to an estimated
$24 billion in 1995, according to
The Education Resources
Institute, a Boston-based nonprofit group that provides information about college aid.
The growing loan volume, if it
continues, could hurt not only
students and their families but the
economy as a whole by limiting
their buying and saving power,
the study said.
“We’re trying to build awareness among consumers and in
Congress that this could be a
problem,” said Ted Freeman, the
institute’s president.
In part, the increase results
from good news – more people
are going to college, including
increasing numbers of minority
students. But college costs also
have grown, while federal grants
have remained mostly static.
In addition, changes in federal
laws two years ago allowed students to borrow more, and made
more students and parents eligible to borrow under the federal

HIKES

guaranteed-loan program.
College debt still accounts for
a small fraction of all debt
Americans take on, and thus not
necessarily a cause for concern,
some economists say.
“For a lot of people, it’s the
only thing to do, so they do it,”
said David Wyss, chief financial
economist for market analysts
DRI/McGraw Hill of Lexington,
Mass. “What’s the alternative? If
you don’t go to college, you’re
stuck in today’s world.” But
Freeman cautioned that students
may take on too much debt
because of inexperience, leading
to defaults. Surveys by the
American Council on Education
indicate some students don’t
understand their loan commitments, said ACE spokesman
Dave Merkowitz.
“Some didn’t realize they
would have to pay the loans
back,” Merkowitz said. “And
even those who did understand
felt they had no choice but to
take a calculated risk.” Chad
Griffin, 22, a junior at
Georgetown University, is among
students taking such a calculated
risk.
The Arkadelphia, Ark., student
doesn’t qualify for basic grants
from the government.

from page one

tuition increases at zero,”
Bleicher said. “Smaller increases
each year allow for no sporadic
large increases.”
Eastern ranked highest of the
five BOG schools in average percentage increases for its three
hikes with a 5.4 percent raise.
Western Illinois University
ranked second with an average
increase of 5 percent, while the
lowest increase came from CSU,
which had an average hike of 2.9
percent.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to
the president, said Eastern was
obliged to raise tuition, fees and
room and board to maintain current standards because state funding has not kept up with these
inflating needs.
“Over time our (university)
budget has not increased enough
through state funding to keep us
ahead of inflation so we must
raise costs,” Nilsen said.
“There are so many agencies –
Medicaid, public schools, correc-

tions – that are all going for the
same pot of money in the legislation,” she said. “And I don’t foresee in the near future not having
to raise students costs because the
state funding is adequate.”
Eastern President David Jorns
agreed that inadequate state funding was the justification for having to raise tuition, fees and room
and board.
“We will never be able to catch
up (in the budget) with just state
funding support,” Jorns said.
“The more (money) we can get
from students the better off we
are.”
Jorns said it is possible the university, along with student government, may implement a policy
next year to raise tuition each
year to allow students a better
perspective on planning their budgets.
“I anticipate we will come back
on a regular basis and ask students for slight increases each
year.”
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MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
[ ] Gain Administrative/Management
experience and 12 hours of
academic credit

[ ] Opportunity to work with top
government/business officials

[ ] Open to all majors

[ ] Good oral and written
communication skills required

[ ] Junior or senior with minimum
2.75 CUM. GPA

[ ] Graduate student with minimum
3.25 CUM. GPA in their
graduate coursework

[ ] Must be enrolled full-time at
time of application

[ ] Paid Internships are available
Spring & Summer semesters
1996

APPLICATION DEADLINE DATE: OCTOBER 11, 1995

Application Forms available from:
Johnetta Jones
Director, Minority Affairs
111Blair Hall Phone: 581-6690

Alpha Sigma Alpha
Congratulates Its Members For
Their Academic Excellence
Spring 1995
4.0
Tracy Masunas
Amanda Stablein
Melissa Edmondson

3.5 - 3.9
Jane Dulkoski
Sherri Hesker
Tammy Hicks
Jenny Niemeyer
Jenny O’Brien

Kari Olbrecht
Tara Richie
Toni Scubil
Cyndi Walker
Tracey Zeffiro

3.0 - 3.49
Barbara Bick
Michele Bidinger
Melanie Blum
Brigid Brennan
Jessie Bristow
Patti Burrafato
Traci Clifford
Beth Cools
Dana Frieling
Kelly Gismondo

Jennifer Kahles
Kristen Kahles
Amy Kosifas
Kaaryn Sadler
Lerryn Wasson
Donna Cuisia
Meg Farrell
Hope Pollmann
Patty Rodriguez
Lisa Scanlan

The Daily Eastern News

WANTS YOU!
Positions now open for
Writers and Photographers
Apply today in the Student
Publications Office, now located in
the University Union Gallery.
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Operation budget hike

SATURDAY
“Hottest Band in
Springfield”

12.1 percent increase slated for 1997
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
SPRINGFIELD – The Board
of Governors Thursday recommended a 12.1 percent increase
in Eastern’s operating budget
for fiscal year 1997.
The increase would result in
an additional $7 million for
1997 and would increase
Eastern’s operating budget to
$65 million.
The current operating budget
is $58 million. The operating
budget is the total monies needed to annually run the university.
Last year, Eastern requested a
12.3 percent increase for it
operating budget, while the
BOG recommendation was 6.9
percent. The IBHE then recommended a 4.5 percent increase,
which the governor approved.
The budget request for 1997
also calls for a 5.5 percent
increase in faculty salaries at
Eastern, but the actual percentage of salary increases depends
upon collective bargaining by

the faculty union.
The BOG recommendation
will now be sent to the Illinois
Board of Higher Education for
its recommendation which is
then awaits approval by Gov.
Jim Edgar.
Eastern requested a 10 percent increase for faculty and
staff salaries.
In other BOG business
Thursday:
■ The board recommended a 25
percent increase, or $254,000,
for sick-leave pay outs after
Eastern officials agreed to pay
employees half of their unused
sick leave upon leaving the university.
■ The board issued Eastern
$27,158.70 for capital projects,
which include university repairs
and renovations. Eastern had
originally requested $72,492.40
for capital projects.
■ The BOG discussed the future
of the BOG bachelor’s degree
program considering the board
is set to be eliminated on Jan. 1,
to be replaced by individual
boards for the five universities

in the system.
The majority of board members supported the idea of continuing the program.
“The people I’ve talked to are
very much interested in continuing that type of program,” said
Mack Hollowell, BOG trustee.
The BOG program functions
as non-traditional course where
students can gain credits and a
degree through night classes and
work done in a certain field.
The program focuses on a
broad-based liberal arts education where students can gain
credits through taking courses,
earning credit for past courses
or through correspondence.
Students in the program primarily consist of working married adults over 25.
“We have about 1,000 people
in the BOG program now,”
Jorns said. “I believe (the program) is one of the top three
majors we have on campus.”
Hollowell said the permanent
status of the program will
depend upon the individual governing boards.

“Postwar Fords”

9:30 SHOW $5.00 COVER
Bloody Mary Breakfast Buffet Saturday 7-Noon
Create your own $3.00 Pints

348-8282
SERVING CHARLESTON & EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY426 W. LINCOLN AVE.

One Large
w/ “Works”

Four 14” Large

One Topping

$

9

$

21

95
+ TAX

Additional toppings $.95 each.
Valid only at participating stores.
Limited Time

95
+ TAX

Additional topping $.95 each.
Valid only at participating stores.
Limited Time

Speaker stresses experience
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
Fernando Arias, the manager of Food
Machinery and Chemical Corp., told a crowd of
about 150 people Thursday that experience in college is necessary to compete in the international
market.
Arias’ speech, titled “U.S. Multinationals
Setting Shop in Latin America,” was a part of the
Latino Heritage Celebration, a two-week festival
sponsored by the Latin American Student
Organization designed to raise awareness of different cultures and increase tolerance of diversity on
campus.
Arias told the crowd what qualifications people
need to get hired in a global market, similar to
FMC.
“An average college student with a master’s
degree we (FMC) spend an additional $30,000 to
train them,” Arias said. “We can’t find anyone

with foreign language skills. Not real skills.”
Arias said foreign language skills are essential
to becoming successful in a global market. College
is the best time to perfect those skills, he added.
“Focus on your goal, your objective and the tactics to get you there,” Arias said.
Arias stressed to keep an open mind about other
cultures and to learn as much as you can.
“It’s a different world,” Arias said. “It’s not a
good world or a bad world, it’s just a different
world and you have to adjust to it.”
Arias also told the students in the audience that
college is vital to developing leadership skills. He
said these skills can be developed by getting
involved in Student Government or by becoming
an officer in a student organization.
Even if a person’s skills are developed, Arias
urged not to make a job’s salary top priority.
“Never think that money is an issue,” Arias
said. “If you think that money is an issue, it’ll
stop you (from achieving your goals).”

Temperatures to remain cool
With today being the first official day of fall, the Charleston
area will feel the effect of continuing cooler temperatures this
weekend.
“This is normal,” said Richard
Wise, an assistant professor in
geology and geography. “What
we’re going to get is a little colder than normal, but it’ll be a big
shock because its (been) so much
warmer than normal.”
Wise said Coles County normally has evening temperatures
in the high 40s or low 50s in
September, although nightly tem-

peratures have been around 60
degrees this year.
However, a blanket of cold air
will continue to hit the area
Friday and Saturday. Wise said it
is supposed to reach into the mid
30s at night.
“There’s a big cold mass coming down from Canada, and it’s
going to go all the way down
toward the Gulf Coast,” Wise
said.
Wise said the middle of next
week is forecasted to be warmer,
but will drop again by next
weekend.

Since fall has arrived with
winter close behind, Wise said
the weather will not remain
steady.
“We’ll have days in the 70s
and maybe into the 80s, but
they’re going to get fewer and
fewer,” Wise said.
Wise said he expects the rain
to end today, and said there was
only about a tenth of an inch of
rain Thursday.
He also added the area won’t
experience an early frost this
year, despite the cool temperatures.

Chamber music series to begin Sunday
By MATT TRAMEL
Staff writer
Trio Isabella will be the first of four concerts presented for the 1995-96 Tarble Arts Chamber Music
Series.
The trio will be performing at 5 p.m. Sunday at the
Tarble Arts Center.
The trio consists of violinist Seunghee Lee, cellist
Carl Donakowski and pianist David Oliver. The trio
began playing together in 1992 and has appeared in
Europe, Asia and the Americas.
“They love to play chamber music, which is a entirely different repertoire of music,” said associate professor Marilyn Coles.
Coles said the turnout for the Chamber Music Series

has been good in the past, and she expects to see a lot
of people attend Sunday.
“There are lots of people who love to hear this kind
of chamber music,” Coles said, “We usually have a
pretty varied audience.”
Tickets for all the shows in the series are $16 for the
general public, and $8 for students and senior citizens.
Individual tickets are $4.50 to the public, and $2.50 for
students and senior citizens per show.
Lee has studied all over the world, and has performed extensively in solo and chamber recitals and in
orchestral performances. She holds degrees from Seoul
National University, Cleveland Institute of Music and
Michigan State University.
Donakowski has worked and studied with a number
of noted cellists, including Yo-Yo Ma.
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Hours
11 am - 2:30 am
Everyday
348-0911
1415 Fourth St.

“Burritos As Big
As Your Head!”®
We Satisfy When
the Bars Can’t

The Weekend Is Always
Special When You Celebrate
By Eating Pizza From:

JERRY’S PIZZA
& PUB
CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN

345-2844
Large Single
Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

95
7 95

$
$

Small Single
Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

95
5 95

$
$

Exp. 9/29/95

Exp. 9/29/95

Large Two
Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

Small Two
Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

25
9 25

$
$

Exp. 9/29/95

95
6 95

$
$

Exp. 9/29/95
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New library plan
has potential,
but needs work

Popcorn loses legend, wins a generation
The circumstances that give rise
to legends come about in a variety
of ways.
Some legends are fictional
superheros and others are brave
warriors from the Wild West. Still
others become legends by a simple
contribution to society that
changes people’s lives like no one DAVE HOSICK
Regular columnist
before them has done.
One legend that went unnoticed
during his life finally received his
deserved recognition Tuesday as a
result of his untimely death.
Orville Redenbacher, the popcorn king of the 20th century, passed away Tuesday at the age of 88 after a life that revolutionized the common household snack and even sometimes created romance and love among popcorn lovers.
The trail of achievements left by Redenbacher – who
incidentally drowned in his condominium whirlpool as the
result of a heart attack – are easily overlooked but not unimportant.
Take for example how his famous popcorn, which by
Redenbacher’s marketing was made famous by the mid’70s, affected love-struck couples. Who would have thought
about the effects that popcorn would have on movie-watching couples starting a relationship together?
Take this common scenario as an example.
A young man finally builds up enough courage to ask out
the girl that has captured his attention for several weeks.
Friday night is the big night and the man is in a quandary
about what the perfect date would be.
In the ’70s, other than the always-annoying disco clubs,
movie theaters were a popular place that couples would frequent. Theaters provided a place where men could reach
that big step of first holding hands with their love interest
and, if all goes right, sneak a kiss from their date hidden by
the dim lights of the auditorium.
Prior to the feature film, “gentlemanly” men would ask
their date if they wanted any concessions to enjoy during the
film, which commonly led to the purchase of the commonplace bucket of popcorn doused with butter – the man’s sure
bet to dating success.
Approximately mid-way through the film, the man
decides to make his valiant move. Distracted by the intensity of the film and the sweet, buttery taste of Redenbacher’s
famous popcorn, the man’s arm slowly slides across the
shoulder of the unexpecting female, possibly accompanied

Eastern’s new plan to better divide library
funding has the potential to boost the library
budgets of needy departments and improve a student’s educational opportunities.
But the current setup is more likely to sacrifice
the welfare of some departments for others and
hurt the integrity of the entire curriculum.
University officials should try to maintain the
current funding levels and use new money to
fund the other areas until they reach acceptable
levels.
The current formula is an attempt to restructure how money for books and other library
materials are given out.
The new proposal would
use six weighted criteria
and class distinctions to
rework the funding for individual departments.
But this new plan gives many departments the
short shrift and threatens to destroy their ability
to be a solid, scholarly academic program. For
example, the chemistry department would lose
more than $23,000 – or about 45 percent – in
library resource funding under the current plan.
Overall, science takes a major hit – with many
departments losing twice the amount of their current library resource funds. The whole area could
be undermined.
But the potential benefits to other departments
make a new library formula too good to pass up.
Education desperately needs new materials to
assist its students. In the current formula education would get 221 percent more, or $36,900.
A good idea would be to leave the current
funding as is and utilize the new money obtained
through monetary gains to improve library resources. The formula also needs to be a recalibrated; minors aren’t counted for certain departments.
It also seems disproportionate to count weight
costs by five but student use is given a weight of
one. Cost is important, but student use should
also be weighted heavily. If there are cheap periodicals not being used, why should they be here Newspaper’s coverage
as compared to an expensive but heavily-used hurt Centennial year
magazine?
A library formula is too good to pass up, but Dear editor:
I couldn’t believe the recent colthe current one may do more harm than good. umn
by Heidi Keibler (“Students left
Additional work with academic departments and out of 100-year celebration, Sept. 13).
students will make one that is worthwhile.
She should instead write a column

“Think back to
when you were
a kid and how
your parents
used to prepare
popcorn for the
family night
around the TV.”

by a false yawn or cough.
A gentle rub across the shoulder or maybe a kiss on the cheek
possibly gives rise to serious relationships – all as a result of one
bucket of popcorn.
However, Redenbacher’s glamorization of gourmet popcorn
served another purpose as well.
Another perfect example of the
effects of mainstreaming popcorn
would be the simple technological
and economical advancements the

common snack provided.
When popcorn became popular on the market as early as
the 1930s, no one could have imagined how the many
machines to cook the fluffy and tasty snack would arise.
Think back to when you were a kid and how your parents
used to prepare popcorn for the family night around the TV.
Early methods of preparation may have included a large
pot that was so burnt and stained from use that popcorn was
the only food that touched its deteriorated walls.
A few years later, some genius developed the ever-popular foil pot that included the popcorn, oil and butter and only
needed a few shakes atop the range to prepare.
As technology progressed, some mastermind developed
the futuristic air popper that did all the work by itself, leaving popcorn lovers time to complete other tasks.
However, Redenbacher himself might have started another revolution. Without the familiar image of the bow-tied
and suspendered popcorn icon on television, Sen. Paul
Simon, D-Ill., may not have had the courage to follow
Redenbacher’s bold fashion statement.
Simon and Redenbacher gave the bow-tie new life and
popularity that was lost for so long.
Lastly, let’s not forget the ingenious invention of stringing
popcorn across the traditional Christmas tree – a sure bet to
enhance the family tie.
So next time you sit down to eat a soggy bucket of buttered popcorn, think about the possibilities the snack provides. Invite that someone special over for a cocktail and
some popcorn.
Maybe one of Redenbacher’s familiar flavors of popcorn
can be your means by which to gain success and happiness.
If not, who the hell cares, it’s just popcorn, anyway.
– Dave Hosick is news editor and a regular columnist for
The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

Another damned, thick, square book!
Always scribble, scribble, scribble!
– William Henry
Duke of Gloucester

entitled “Why the student newspaper
systematically left itself out of the
Centennial.”
During the past one-and-a-half
years, The Daily Eastern News has
published almost no stories concerning the actual history of Eastern. In
fact, the paper last school year refused
to even print a list of the Centennial
100 honorees. Apparently, the paper
will never publish the list.
In recent articles on the Centennial

your turn
events there were numerous errors.
One article twice misstated the name
of the well-known Board of
Governors member from Charleston,
the paper three times misstated the
name of a Charleston woman, and
they made a highly-questionable
statement naming a particular individual as Eastern’s “most famous alumnus” and stating it as if it were a fact.
A wrong name was given for the
Charleston newspaper found in the
old time capsule, an incorrect name
was stated for the Board of Trustees
of Eastern 100 years ago, and the list
goes on.
Perhaps the most pathetic error was

a reference to a list of the Eastern
graduating class of 1896, when in fact
the first classes were not even held
until three years later, in 1899.
I could go on, but I believe the
point has been made.

Al Keith

Column policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages readers to submit guest columns
concerning any topic or issue that
may be relevant to our readership.
Guest columns run regularly every
Thursday.
Columns should be restricted to no
more than two typewritten, doublespaced pages and must include the
author’s name and telephone number.
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Waitress robbed Wednesday
By THERESA GAVLIN
and BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writers
Charleston police are searching
for the suspect in a robbery
Wednesday night that took place
outside the Sirloin Stockade restaurant.
According to police reports,
Nancy L. Voss, of 990 N. Walnut
St., was unlocking her car parked
in the rear lot of the restaurant, 801
W. Lincoln Ave., at 8:39 p.m.
when the suspect grabbed her from
behind, clamping his hand over
Voss’ mouth.
The suspect then demanded
Voss, who is a waitress at the
restaurant, to hand over any money
she had, the report said. Upon
receiving the cash, the suspect
pushed Voss to the ground and ran
northward out of the parking lot.
Voss told police she would not
be able to identify the suspect,
although she believes the suspect
was a white male about 6 feet. In
addition, Voss said she did not see

Police
BLOTTER
a weapon, even though the suspect
was pressing something against her
back during robbery.
The report said $20 was taken in
the robbery.
In other campus and Charleston
police reports Thursday:
■ Matthew S. VanDenborn, 20,
of 2500 Nantucket St., was arrested by Charleston police at 1:41
a.m. Thursday at his residence on
charges of illegal purchase or
acceptance of alcohol.
■ John Hanley, 19, and James
K. Lynch, 20, both of 956 Division
St., were arrested by Charleston
police at 11:45 p.m. Saturday at
956 Division St. on the charges of
illegal purchase or acceptance of
alcohol. In addition, David W.
Hosick, 21, of 956 Division St.,
was arrested on charges of selling

alcohol to prohibited individuals.
■ Dale E. Jackson, 23, of 1707
Ninth St., and Mark O. Roberts,
20, of 1202 Lincoln Ave., were
arrested by Charleston police at
11:53 p.m. Wednesday at Jackson’s
residence on charges of disturbing
the peace.
■ Stephen Stringer, 20, of 950
Edgar Ave., was arrested by
Charleston police at 11:18 p.m.
Friday on charges of operating a
motor vehicle with a restricted
driver’s license and not wearing a
seat belt. In addition, Brook De
Brun, 18, and Amie M. Solomon,
18, both of Carbondale, were
arrested for illegal consumption of
alcohol, illegal possession of alcohol, illegal transportation of alcohol and not wearing a seat belt.
■ A blue mountain bicycle and
lock belonging to Tyler Zeigler, 20,
of Mapleton, were stolen between
12:45 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Monday
from the Physical Science Building
bike racks.
The value of the bike and lock is
estimated to be $330.

Timber cut raises controversy
POMONA, Ill. (AP) – Anti-logging protesters
camped at the site of a controversial timber cut woke
up Thursday surrounded by forest rangers and police
who told them to pack up so the highly disputed cut
could begin.
The three campers were quickly joined by six
other environmental activists who confronted the
rangers in the Cripps Bend area of southern Jackson
County.
Shawnee National Forest officials have ordered
the hillside site closed to the public.
Joe Glisson of Carbondale, a member of the
regional
Association
of
Concerned
Environmentalists, defied the order and hiked to the
top of the hill where the cut was about to occur. He
was arrested by rangers.
Glisson was charged with failure to leave a federal closure site, a misdemeanor. It is punishable by up
to six months in prison and a fine of not more than
$5,000, according to Assistant U.S.
Attorney Joel Merkel.
Two vehicles belonging to activists were towed
away when the protesters refused to move them or
didn’t move them fast enough.
The arrival of the rangers and police caught the
activists by surprise, even though the confrontation
had been brewing since late July when protesters
stopped logging at the site by hugging the trees.

A federal judge had issued a temporary restraining order stopping the cut but lifted that order last
week.
Activists say plans to cut about 600 trees in the
Cripps Bend area will hurt the endangered Indiana
bat that lives nearby. Forest Service officials insist
their studies have shown otherwise.
Rangers set up sawhorses blocking off the gravel
parking lot.
Three of them stood guard at the bottom of the
forest trail leading up to the cut.
About half a dozen activists periodically confronted the rangers, singing protest songs as one of the
rangers filmed them with a video camera.
State police and sheriff’s deputies also maintained
a strong presence in the area east of Pomona.
“This is just outrageous,” shouted Bill Cronin,
who filed the lawsuit that temporarily stopped the
cutting. “I just cannot believe this is happening on
our public land.” Minutes later, his car was towed
away because he refused to move it.
Then as the two sides faced each other, the burr of
chainsaws could be heard in the distance.
Miranda Alvarez and Mike Schultz sat huddled
together against the morning darkness just a few feet
from two frowning rangers.
Both were among the campers who were roused
out of their sleeping bags.

SANDWICH SHOP
405 Lincoln Ave.

PLACE

345-2466

The Daily Eastern News

Stu’s

Friday & Saturday

LONGNECKS
1
$ 75
1

$

22 oz.
Bottles

DEKUYPER SHOT SPECIALS

H

E

ONG KONG HOUS

DAILY SPECIALS
Sweet Sour Chicken . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450
Chunk of chicken battered, deep fried in sweet sour sauce

Sweet Sour Shrimp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $465
Shrimp deep fried in sweet sour sauce

Cashew Chicken . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450
Diced chicken sauteed with crispy cashew nuts

Chicken with Vegetables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450
Sliced chicken sauteed with fresh vegetables

Chicken with Broccoli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450
Stir fried chicken with broccoli, bamboo shoots

Beef with Broccoli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450
Beef with broccoli stir-fried in brown sauce

Pepper Steak. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450
Beef tenderloin sauteed with fresh green peppers & onions

Mongolian Beef (spicy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450
Sliced beef with green onion in spicy sauce

Kong Pao Chicken (spicy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450

Hot! Chicken, diced bamboo shoots in rich brown sauce with red
pepper and peanuts

Served with Fried Rice and Egg Roll

348-5941 Delivery! 345-3448
1505 18th Street, Charleston
It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
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Rams, Bears ready to face off Top college football
teams bullying foes
ST. LOUIS (AP) – The St.
Louis Rams are the talk of the
NFL, and for a change it has
nothing to do with moving vans.
The Rams are 3-0 and one of
only five undefeated teams in
the league entering Sunday’s
game against Chicago (2-1).
With a victory, they’ll equal last
year ’s win total in their final
season in Anaheim, Calif.
After five consecutive losing
seasons, excuse them if they’re
still getting used to the high life.
“We’re 3-0, my God,’’ linebacker Roman Phifer said. “I’ve
never been 3-0.’’ The last time
the Rams started this fast was in
1989, the year they made it to
the NFC championship game
and the last time they made the

BALLARD

playoffs. The national media has
taken notice, with The New
York Times paying a visit and
ESPN, Fox, HBO and CNN
doing profiles.
All this for a team that was 412 last year. Coach Rich Brooks
led Oregon to its first Rose Bowl
in 37 last January and so far he’s
performed a quick turnaround
with the Rams.
“Obviously, Rich has done a
good job of putting it all together in such a short amount of
time,’’ Bears coach Dave Wannstedt said.
“I can just reflect back to my
first year here. At this point in
time, I was just trying to evaluate the personnel and figure out
who could play and who

By the Associated Press
Florida State and Nebraska
scored enough points last weekend to win three of the previous
five national championships – in
basketball, that is.
Football, of course, is the
sport in season, but you can bet
that finishing No. 1 was at least
a passing thought for Florida
State’s Bobby Bowden and Nebraska’s Tom Osborne as their
teams piled up 77 points apiece.
“The only way you’re going
to get real high is by beating
people by a large margin,’’ said
Arizona State coach Bruce

Snyder, his team destroyed by
No. 2 Nebraska 77-28.
“If we had a playoff system,
then a one-point victory is as
good as 50, but we don’t have
that.’’
Last Saturday, the top seven
teams in The Associated Press
poll scored a basketball-like
average of 63 points.
The top scorers – offenders,
to some – were Nebraska and
top-ranked Florida State, a 7717 winner over North Carolina
State.
“It’s never happened like this
before,’’ said Bowden.

from page 8A

over Harris-Stowe. However, the Lady
Panthers have also outshot their opponents 136-67. They also have the advantage in corner kicks (53-29). With all of
the scoring chances Eastern has had, the
goals are bound to come sometime.
The defense: Eastern is only giving up
1.38 goals per game. But more important-

FABIANO

couldn’t.’’
The key to the Rams’ start,
with victories at Green Bay and
Carolina and a win at home
against New Orleans, are a defense that has produced a
league-high 12 turnovers and an
offense that has been error-free.
Last week, the Rams bullied
Carolina into seven turnovers.
“That game was kind of unbelievable,’’ said cornerback Anthony Parker, who returned a fumble for a touchdown. “I don’t
know if we’ll ever have another
one like that.’’ Already, the
Rams have scored three touchdowns on defense.
“You see people in the end
zone, you want to go there yourself,’’ Parker said.

ly, they are only giving up 8.38 shots per
game. Also, goalkeeper Kate Binder is
credited with a shutout, and has combined with Jenny Vargas on two others.
Sweeper Heather Ory and stopper Diane
Markus have been key in keeping pressure off of Binder and Vargas.
The bench: Midfielder Valerie Pourch

is tied for the team lead in scoring with
11 points (five goals, one assist), despite
not starting a game all season. Tracie
Strother is also back from an injury, and
scored her first goal against HarrisStowe. Not one player on the roster is yet
to see action in a game. “It’s nice to have
this many people able to play and actual-

ly perform without a significant drop
off,” Ballard said.
Despite Marquette’s 2-4-1 record,
Ballard knows they will be a challenge.
“They’re going to be tough,” Ballard
said. “They’ve played some ranked
teams. Hopefully we can go up there and
give it all we’ve got.”

from page 8A

and tied them in their second
meeting 1-1.
“Quincy has a couple of strong
players that are going to give us
some problems,” Fabiano said.
“Their sweeper, Mike Lawton, is
6-feet-4 inches tall and is very
physical but slow. And their best
player is midfielder Gary Hylton
who is considered their most cre-

ative player and the guy we have
to stop in order to win the game.”
Quincy coach Jack Mackenzie
is looking at Sunday’s game from
a different perspective as both his
team and Eastern are off to slow
starts.
“It’s going to be an interesting
game because we’re in the same
position as Eastern in that we are

both in rebuilding stages right
now,” Mackenzie said.
Eastern’s approach to this
weekend’s games is simple –
Fabiano wants to see the team
play well on defense. But he also
realizes that the offensive support
will have to be there in order to
win.
“My main focus is going to be

the defense,” Fabiano said. “The
guys are going to have to pick it
up a little bit because we’re losing to teams that we shouldn’t be
losing to. Basically we just have
to cut down on the number of
goals we allow and work on finishing our chances in front of the
goal.”
The players’ attitudes also

have to change in order for the
team to be successful in the conference, Fabiano said.
“The players get frustrated too
early just because we’re down by
a couple of goals,” Fabiano said.
“They have to stay positive and
respond more effectively by not
letting the score affect their playing level.”
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Sports

Ballard hoping team
can reverse road woes
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
With nine of their last 12
games on the road, the Lady
Panther soccer team has to make a
statement on Sunday when they
travel to Marquette University to
take on the Golden Eagles.
Thus far, Eastern’s road record
is 1-3. The one victory came on a
7-0 blowout at Harris-Stowe
College, the team’s second victory over the Hornets this season.
Head coach Steve Ballard is
concerned with the team’s road
trouble. “We need to play and prepare for the road games the same
way we do at home,” Ballard said.
The Lady Panthers have lost
their three road games by a total
of five goals, including a 4-2 loss
to Northern Illinois University
last Wednesday.
Marquette comes into Sunday’s
game with a 2-4-1 record. The
Golden Eagles have also been
close in their games, and earned a
1-1 tie versus Butler University,

which at the time was ranked 25th
in the nation.
Overall, Eastern has lost three
of its last four games. The team
has been playing solid soccer, but
only one thing is lacking. “We
have got to start putting balls in
the net,” Ballard said, noting his
team’s inability to score at crucial
times. “We have to stay real composed when we have the opportunities. Composure comes with
experience.”
Ballard notes that experience is
still developing, especially since
the team has only been together
for five weeks.
Despite the trouble finishing,
Ballard’s team can look at several
positives going into this weekend’s contest.
The offense: Yes, they’ve had
trouble finishing, but they are creating opportunity after opportunity. Eastern has outscored its opponents 22-11, although the numbers are skewed by two 7-0 wins
See BALLARD page 7A

Fabiano’s squad ready
for conference opener
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
It is going to be a busy weekend for the men’s soccer team as
it hits the road for two games
against conference rivals Western
Illinois and Quincy.
Eastern (2-5) will take on the
Leathernecks of Western Illinois
(3-2-1) today in what will be the
conference opener for both teams.
And on Sunday, the Panthers will
face the Quincy Hawks (2-3),
who are currently 2-0 at home.
Last season, Eastern and
Western split their two meetings,
with each team winning on the
road. The Leathernecks took a 5-4
game in Charleston but the
Panthers got their revenge with a
3-0 victory in Macomb.
But head coach Troy Fabiano
has already mentioned that this is
not the same team from last year.
And while the squad is off to a
slow start, he believes the conference schedule is going to be a
new beginning for his team.
“It’s going to be a new season
for us because the out of conference record doesn’t matter,”
Fabiano said. “What’s important

8A

is that we try to win our conference (Mid-Continent), get into the
playoffs and hopefully have a
chance to compete for a bid to the
NCAA tourney.”
Fabiano has done a scouting
report on both teams and believes
that both Western and Quincy are
going to be tough teams to beat.
According to Fabiano, Western
has a couple of scoring threats,
including sophomore midfielder
Bryan Blakemore, who is the conference’s second-leading scorer
with four goals, and junior forward Paul Colella, who is currently tied with Eastern midfielder
Brian Holcombe for third in conference scoring with three goals.
While Western coach John
MacKenzie isn’t really aware of
how good Eastern is, he believes
it is going to be a good matchup.
“I really don’t know a lot about
Eastern’s team this year, but since
it is raining and the field will
probably be sloppy, I think it’s
going to be a very competitive
game,” MacKenzie said.
Quincy also looks to be a tough
opponent for the Panthers. Last
year Eastern defeated Quincy 1-0
See FABIANO page 7A

Panthers open league play

CHET PIOTROWSKI/ Staff photographer
Eastern tailback Willie High finds a hole in the Tennessee-Martin defense during the Panthers’ victory
last Saturday over the Skyhawks. Eastern puts its seven-game winning streak on the line tomorrow night.

Out to prove to critics 3-0 start is not a fluke
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor
No one said the Panthers’
last season in the Gateway
Conference would be easy.
After sweeping three Ohio
Valley Conference teams (a
conference Eastern joins next
season) in their nonconference
schedule, the Panthers open
Gateway play tomorrow at
O’Brien Stadium with a chance
to show the rest of the Gateway
their best start in six years is
not a fluke.
The Eastern football team
brings many impressive statistics into tomorrow’s 7 p.m.
game against Southwest Missouri State. Among them: a 3-0
record, a seven-game winning
streak dating back to last season, Division I-AA’s second
best rusher (Willie High), the
Gateway’s leading scorer
(Steve Largent) and the Gateway’s leading tackler (Tim
Carver).
But all that means nothing if
the Panthers don’t open league
play on a positive note.
Eastern has history on its
side, as the Bears (1-2) have
never won at O’Brien Stadium.
Eastern leads the all-time series
12-5-1, with an 8-0-1 advantage at home. The tie came
when the teams battled to a 7-7
deadlock in 1975.

Eastern vs. SW Missouri St.

TC

(3-0, 0-0)

(1-2, 0-0)

Kickoff - Saturday
• 7 p.m. at O’Brien Stadium
Radio

• WACF-FM-Paris 6:45 p.m.
Last meeting
• Eastern won 38-21 last
year in Springfield, Mo.
Inside the numbers

• Panthers’ turnover margin
of +2.53 is the fifth best in
Division I-AA.
Player to watch
• Southwest QB Kyle Geller
is ranked third in the Gateway with 186 total yards of
offense per game.
The Bears will try to reverse
history with new coach Del
Miller who comes to Southwest
after a six year stint as Kansas
State’s offensive coordinator.
Miller said in Wednesday’s
Gateway teleconference that
the quality of his team is still in
doubt.
“We still don’t really know
where were at,” Miller said.
“We’ve been playing reasonably well defensively. Offensively we’ve struggled. We

haven’t been able to get any
consistency running the football or throwing the football.”
Throwing the football is
something the Bears plan on
doing a lot of this season, as
they switch from a wishbone
offense to a pass oriented attack Miller ran at Kansas State.
Senior Kyle Geller (5-foot-9,
190 pounds), who started the
Bears’ last five games in
replacement of Jeremy Hoog
last season, has been the main
signal caller for Southwest this
season.
Geller has completed 34 of
79 passes for 524 yards this
year including two touchdowns
and four interceptions. But the
Bears have played some solid
competition, losing to Division
I-A’s Oklahoma State and the
No. 1 team in I-AA – McNeese
State. Their win was over
Northeast Missouri State.
Miller said a few newcomers
in Eastern’s secondary does not
mean the Bears will attack the
Panthers through the air all
night.
“We have never done that.
We still want to maintain balance in our attack,” Miller said.
“We don’t rely entirely on the
pass, nor do we rely on the
run.”
Eastern has won its three
games this season by an average of 14 points a game.

Cross country teams return to Bradley for Central Collegiate meet
By DONNA RUF
Staff writer
The men’s and women’s cross country
teams are back in action on familiar ground
this weekend as they compete at Bradley
University, the site of their last invitational,
for the Central Collegiate Conference
meet.
The conference meet is only available to
the men’s teams, but the women are allowed to compete on an open meet status.
The competition for the men includes
Bradley, the University of WisconsinMilwaukee, Eastern Michigan University,
Western Michigan University and Central

Michigan University.
the men challenging, especially
The women’s team also faces
from the Michigan teams, whom
Bradley and Wisconsin-Milwauhe believes have “real strong prokee, having met both teams at the
grams, year in and year out.”
Bradley Invitational two weeks
One factor that may hurt Mcago. Eastern defeated WisconsinInerney’s men going into this
Milwaukee, but lost to Bradley by
meet is depth, with Rick Walden
five points.
out with a sprained ankle for two
“We’ve seen both teams, but it’s
weeks.
still a nice challenge for us,” McSophomore Brian Allen is also
Inerney said. “With the small field
missing from the lineup due to
John
of runners it won’t be crowded on
recent surgery, but McInerney
McInerney
the course so it gives us somebody
expects him to start competing
to really chase because we can see the within the next few weeks.
other girls out there.”
“He is coming off of surgery slow but
McInerney considers the competition for sure, and we may try to throw him into the

race next Friday as a trial run. But our
long-range goal is to have him ready for
the Mid-Continent Conference meet in
mid-October,” McInerney said.
The training the teams have experienced
over the past two weeks has been intense,
but McInerney said he is very pleased with
their performance.
“We have been practicing super tough
and both the men and women have responded with an outstanding week of training,” McInerney said. “We may be running
a little tired this weekend because of these
intense two weeks, but the intensity will
really pay off in mid-October at conference.”
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By Adam McHugh
Charleston resident Sue Dillman shrugs
off a barrage of expletives coming from
an automobile hurtling down Lincoln
Ave. Friday night.
The four young men in the
car scream, “We want tits” and
“Where’s the titty bar?” as the
car whizzes by a cascade of
picket signs illuminated by neon signs in
front of University Village.
“I guess that’s to be expected,”
Dillman says while discussing an
issue which has had both students
and residents talking for the last
three weekends. It is 9:15 p.m.,
and Dillman would rather be
relaxing at home with her family.
But Dillman, one of about 70 people picketing the topless dancing at
Panther’s Lounge, continues to protest.
She believes it is important for the community to eliminate this latest offering of a
bar alternative.
“I think a lot of us here just want
to stand up for what’s right,”
Dillman said. “Hopefully we can
get enough people here to get
(topless dancing) out of our
town.”
Ashmore resident Paul Smith
amplifies Dillman’s sentiments,
stating he believes in the oftenheard argument that topless dancing
degrades women. “I think people who see
this dancing get a warped idea of intimate relationships between men and
women,” Smith said.
It is now 9:30 p.m. and several students as well as Charleston residents
shuffle into Panther’s, slapping down the $3
cover charge.
Very few chairs are filled as the dancers
arrive. But Steve, an 18-year old
Charleston resident, said he wanted to get
at the bar early to “get a front row seat.”
Sipping on a carbonated beverage (alcohol
is banned because Panther’s no longer has a
liquor license), he divulges his take on this
issue.

See Panther page 2B
Inside:
Menthol smokes out Charleston - Page 5B
NIL8 launches “Eunuch” - Page 2B
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Kim Krukewitt, a 24-year-old Lake Land College
student, says while this was the first week she participated in the protests, she feels they “got something done.”
“I think we had a lot of support from both students and residents,” Krukewitt said. “And all of
those who didn’t just to be immature young boys.”
Steve Kalkbrenner, an Eastern graduate, believes
most of those who attended did so because of peer
pressure.
“Sometimes a guy will, in his heart, know this is
wrong,” Kalkbrenner said. “But peer pressure can
be a strong force to fight.”
While the controversy continues and protesters
expected to continue picketing in the coming
weeks, both sides have admitted it will likely end in
a draw.
“I think the question here is pretty simple,” Scott
said. “That is, `Is this entertainment?’ I think it is. A
lot of other people don’t think it is,” he added. “But
as long as (Bickers) continues to operate within the
law, I think it should and will stay here.”
Smith reluctantly agrees with Scott regarding the
legal component of the issue.
“Legally, the owner can do this as long as he
doesn’t serve alcohol,” Smith says. “We are fighting
against the moral part of this issue. The question is,
`Is this moral entertainment?’ The answer to that is
`no.’”

R

Smart Alice
R

NIL8 will perform in an
all-ages, 8:30 p.m. show
Saturday at Friends & Co. t h e D u n g e o n , 5 0 9 Va n
Buren Ave., with the band
Honest Engine.

PANTHER from page one
“the big deal is about this bar,” he says. “There
are a lot of magazines worse than (the dancing), but
I don’t see residents trying to get rid of that.”
At 9:45 p.m., one of the dancers, whose stage
name is “Sugar,” begins to sheepishly tread around
the bar, asking patrons if they’re “ready for a good
time.”
“Sugar,” who says she dances for the money,
believes both sides of this issue have legitimate
arguments.
“The protesters have every right to be out
there,” she said. “But it is really a personal opinion
whether it is degrading to women or not. I don’t
think it is.”
At about 10 p.m., Panther’s owner Mike Bickers
introduces the first dancer. “Sugar” slowly steps on
the small wooden stage as more patrons filter into
the bar.
Scott, a 19-year-old Eastern student, says he is
tired of the protests, which have continued the last
three weekends.
“I just don’t get the people in this town,” he said.
“Everything in this town is perceived as being evil.
Drinking, sex and dancing just don’t seem to exist
here,” he added.
By 11 p.m., many of the picket signs have vanished, and just a few protesters remain. By this
time, about 50 people are in the bar, which stays
open until 2 a.m.

R

Instead of forwarding its style
(as with the band’s building
albums “Six Inch Extension”
and “Hallelujah I’m Gonna
Kill Myself”), NIL8 rehashes
more of the same funk-based,
distortion-enhanced punk that
it displayed previously — only
more generically.
Songs like “Cathedral of
Erotic Misery,” “Deceived”
and “Por no Star” have
promise, but lack some of the
buzz-saw energy prevalent in
past recordings. It’s not an
overall deficiency, as interest

R

Dependability is a word
that rarely should be used to
describe any facet of
Charleston’s scatter-brained
rock scene. Local acts appear
then vanish (i.e. Swain,
Superfudge, Kelp). Regional
acts appear then vanish then
become mega-stars (i.e. Hum,
Veruca Salt, Poster Children).
And local music publications
just vanish (i.e. Platypus).
Alas, there is one exception:
NIL8.
A virtual monolith in the
Charleston rock scene
(although the band itself is
from Springfield), NIL8 is a
constant live staple, through
thick and thin, fall and spring.
And judging from the material
on the band’s current release,
“Eunuch,” NIL8 has worn
itself a bit thin this season.
The sounds emitted from
the new disc aren’t bad, per
se, just already established.

is found in the band’s absurd
lyrics, but a specific one: The
music seems too planned-out
and too marketable.
“Hobgobblinspookadelic”
and “Nothing to Laugh
About” allude much in musical
fury to past NIL8 highlights
(“No More Cover” and
“Northwest Incinerator”), but
are only two shiners in a sea
of 14 disappointments. Again,
planned accessibility in the
form of overproduction infects
the songs. Gone are the
abrupt, pure, feedback-heated
guitar purities that benefited
tracks like these on “Six Inch
Extension” and “Hallelujah
I’m Gonna Kill Myself.”
Essentially, “Eunuch” lacks
the spark of the unexpected.

R

By Mike Meyer

R

“Eunuch” lacks spark
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Fri & Sat 4:15, 7:00, 9:40 • Sat & Sun Mat. 1:30 • Sun- Thur 4:15, 7:00

Fri & Sat 4::30, 7:15, 9:50 • Sat & Sun Mat. 1:45 • Sun- Thur 4:30, 7:15

Anniversary Sale
10% Off
Everything Inside
Fri. & Sat., Sept. 22 & 23

Grand Opening
Monday September 25,1995

Look For It . . .

On the VERGE of the Weekend

What’s the 411?
Editor’s note: “What’s the
411?” is a weekly feature in
the Verge reviewing the past
week’s top stories and
humorous events.
• The Unabomber, our nations
number one terrorist, was finally granted his wish Tuesday
when the Washington Post ran
his 35,000 word manifesto.
After strong encouragement
from the FBI, and promises
from the leftist extremist not
to kill anymore, his ideas
were published by the prestigious newspaper.
Lets hope the Unabomber
is telling the truth or we’ll be
having every other sicko
demanding his work get published. Jeffrey Dahmer might
have gotten his secret recipes
book on the best seller list.
(That’s sick!)
• The university won’t allow
the Organization of Traditional
Indian Lifeways to perform its
religious cleansing ceremony
called “smudging” inside the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union because of
the new no smoking policy.
Members of the organization
use sage, tobacco, sweetgrass

3B

Come Join Us!!!

and cedar to blow smoke over
each others’ bodies to cleanse
the spirit. The university must
have figured that the Native
American ritual can be combined with the smoking rituals
being performed everyday on
the Library quad by the band
of gypsies.
• The Haiti Connection has
decided it should aim at trying
to boycott one of the two
major pop corporations,
PepsiCo. They claim it’s to
hard to try to fight the two
powerful companies. Really!
Great effort though.
• Atlanta Braves right-handed,
Greg Maddux, is on his way to
winning his fourth straight Cy
Young award this year. That’s
great, but let’s hope he wins
the World Series . John Elway
and the Denver Broncos, Jim
Kelly and the Buffalo Bills
(...Greg Maddux and the
Atlanta Braves). Whoops, let’s
not put him in that sentence
yet.
• Eastern’s football team could
win it’s eighth consecutive
game
this
Saturday.
Whaaaaat? Go Panthers!

Superheroes go to battle
NEW YORK (AP) – Batman
and Captain America ... let’s
get ready to RUMBLE! The
Caped Crusader and the
Captain are just two of the
superheroes who will go toeto-toe in a joint series of
comics announced Wednesday
by two giants of the industry:
DC and Marvel Comics.
Their readers will get the
final word on the winners of
the super fights through
nationwide voting conducted
by ballot and via America
Online. The four-book series
will run monthly from
December 1995 through

Friday, September 22, 1995

March 1996.
The matchups, with Marvel
characters first: Captain
America and Batman; The
Incredible
Hulk
and
Superman; Spider-Man and
Superboy; Storm and Wonder
Woman; Wolverine and Lobo;
Quicksilver and Flash; Thor
and Shazam; Sub-Mariner and
Aquaman; Silver Surfer and
Green Lantern.
“Every comic book reader
knows that Marvel heroes can
lick any three DC heroes with
their hands tied behind their
back,’’ said Marvel editor in
chief Mark Gruenwald.

Calendar
Friday
• The movie “Mi Familia” will be shown at 7 p.m. in the
Booth Library Lecture Hall for Latino Awareness Month.
• Menthol and Castor will play at 10:30 p.m. at the
Dungeon at Friends and Co., 509 Van Buren Ave.
Admission is $4.
• The 1995 Faculty Art Exhibition will show at the Tarble
Arts Center. The annual exhibition presents works by
members of EIU’s art faculty and faculty emeritus.
• The University Theatre will present the musical
“Nunsense” at 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts Building. Friday
and Saturday at 2 p.m. Tickets are available at the Fine
A r t s T i c k e t O f f i c e a n d t h e M a r t i n L u t h e r K i n g J r.
University Union ticket office today from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Admission $9 for adults, $8 for faculty, staff and senior
citizens and $4.50 for students with IDs.
• Smart Alice will perform at 9:30 p.m. at Roc’s Tavern,
410 Sixth St. Admission is $2.
Saturday
• Eastern Illinois University Football will host Southwest
Missouri State in the Gateway Conference opener at 7
p.m. at O’Brien Stadium.
• Trio Isabella will start off the 1995-96 Tarble Arts
Center Chamber Music Series by performing at 5 p.m.
The cost is $4.50 for the general public and $2.50 for
senior citizens and students.

To all readers of the Verge:
Bothered by the Verge? Annoyed by its biting
insight and commentary? Want to contribute?
Called 581-2812 and ask for Keith or Jeremy.

On the Buffet
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFALO WINGS $5.79
SUN., TUES. AND THURS. AFTER 4:00 P.M.
SHOW US YOUR COLLEGE I.D. AND
THE DRINKS ARE ON US!
When you come to Ponderosa and buy a big, delicious meal, show
us your valid college I.D. card and you’ll get your choice of All You
Can Drink soft drink, iced tea, hot
tea or coffee . . . absolutely

224 E. Richmond
Mattoon, IL

234-3441

Alpha Gamma Delta
Congratulates the Following on their
Academic Acheivements for Spring 1995
4.0
Dayna Church
Amy Decker
Anna Hemphill
Rachel Kilburg
Danielle Smith

3.5 & Above
Stefanie Andrews
Nichole Barrett
Krista Bedinger
Erin Burke
Erin Carroll

Anne Colburn
Terri Creydt
Cheryl Elzinga
Frances Green
Kerry Harris
Jennifer Matulis

Amy Mayotte
Laura McGreevy
Molly Turnage
Emily Underwood
Tracy Wills

3.0 - 3.49
Jenny Balster
Sarah Baum
Bridgett Calhoun
Elsa Castillo
Sarah Diederich
Gina Fournie

Michelle Griffin
Nicole Lee
Stacey Manthei
Liz Marino
Jody Moschetti
Erin Phillips

Jennifer Rauch
Terri Stalions
Megan Targonski
Allyson Vangel
Jody Williams
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New ceramist adjusts to life at Eastern
By Katie Vana
A veteran of over 25 years behind the pottery wheel, Dwain Naragon is the newest edition to Eastern’s art department.
“I had ceramics freshman year in high
school and ever since knew that’s what I
wanted to do,” Naragon said.
Originally from Wisconsin, Naragon
attended the University of Wisconsin and
completed his graduate studies at Arizona
State. After college, Naragon taught ceramics
for two years in the Green Bay, Wis. public
school system before moving to Fairbanks,
Ala. for four years at the University of Alaska.
Before coming to Eastern, Naragon had
his own pottery business in Seattle, but wanted to pursue a teaching position. Eastern
offered both the opportunity to teach and the
convenience of being close to his Wisconsinbased family.
Naragon said he prefers teaching college
level courses to teaching high school classes.
“The students at the college level know
more about what they are doing and are
more serious about what they are doing,”
Naragon said.
Naragon and his wife didn’t know anyone
when they moved from Seattle to Westfield,

but art faculty members helped them
move in and made them feel welcome,
Naragon said.
After rearranging the ceramics studio
to his liking, Naragon said he is settling
into Eastern nicely.
“I’m still getting acquainted and used
to all the equipment and materials,”
Naragon said.
A participant in the 1995 Art
Faculty Exhibition, Naragon said what
he likes most is showing his work. In
Seattle, he sold his work through galleries and art fairs.
“I was in two international shows,
one in New Zealand and one in
Washington, and eight national shows
this past year.” said Naragon.
He said the faculty show is important because it is one of the few times
students can see the faculty’s personal
work.
“Demonstrations show process and
technique, but students rarely see how
far (teachers) can take their process’
and techniques,” Naragon said.
Naragon’s work in the exhibit will
Photo by Sheryl Sue Sidwell
mainly include work done on the pottery
Dwain Naragon, new member of the art faculty.
wheel.

Friends
&Co
FRIDAY:

MOTHERLODE
FREE SHOW
6:30-9:30

509 Van Buren

345-2380

McHUGH'S
Double Drive-Thru

satur day special
5 super sandwiches

99¢
each

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Individual Portraits
will be taken Monday Sept. 25
for the

1996
WARBLER
YEARBOOK
Located at the Union
Bookstore Lounge
Sitting Fee
$6.00 Seniors
$5.00 Underclassmen

BO-BUSTIN!!
GOTCHA,
KEN & VAL
EASTERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
presents...

***NUNSENSE***
A Musical Comedy

Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 22,23
at 8:00pm
and
Sunday Sept. 24
at 2:00pm
For Tickets Call: 581-3110

Jac’s 20!!

It’s huge! (No it’s small,
it’s petite - it’s WEE!)
Love Jen & Jen

Wmoney’s
hen your

running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff
in The News’
Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!

On the VERGE of the Weekend
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Menthol to rock Dungeon
By Jeremy Kirk
Touring with a band can get
a little confusing, and guitarist
Balthazar de Ley of the
Champaign-based band Menthol admits that weeks sometimes become a blur on the
road.
“It’s like the universe is on its
head,” de Ley said of traveling.
“It’s hard to make any sense.
It’s a long hallucinogenic journey.”
Menthol’s journey will make
a stop tonight at 10:30 p.m. at
the Dungeon, 509 Van Buren
Ave., and perform with Castor.
The show is for 21 and over.
Recently signed to Capitol
Records, the 3-year-old band
has been touring since April
and will again tour the United
States and Canada this October
with the British band Gene.
Although being on a major label
can be the kiss of death and
alienate listeners, de Ley said
Menthol hasn’t changed.
“We’re on a major label, but
we’re still a regular band,” he
said. “We weren’t looking for
any labels. We were just really
surprised. We were not out
actually searching for anything.”
De Lay said those who criticize big-label bands and those
that don’t are both “absolutely
right.” While some say biglabels bands are just in it for the
cash, de Ley said Menthol loves
to make music and the label
shouldn’t matter.
“No decision in this world is
easy,” he said.
Menthol released their selftitled debut for Capitol about a

Fri & Sat. 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
• Sat & Sun Matinee 2:00 • Sun- Thurs. 4:30 & 7:00

Fri & Sat. 5:00, 7:15, 9:15
Sat & Sun Matinee 2:00 • Sun- Thurs. 5:00 & 7:15
From left: Balthazar de Ley, Colin Koteles and Joel Spencer of
Menthol. They will perform a 21 and over show at 10:30 p.m. tonight
at the Dungeon, 509 Van Buren Ave., with Castor. Photo courtesy of
Capitol Records.
month ago. The album was
produced by Chicagoan Brad
Wood, famous for working with
such artists as Liz Phair and
Veruca Salt.
With provocative lyrics and
driving melodies, Menthol puts
a fun spin on pop. The 12-song
debut is a pleasant, well-constructed power chord romp.
Signing has allowed de Ley
and Menthol’s other two members, bassist Joel Spencer and
drummer Colin Koteles, to quit
their day jobs and concentrate
on their music. But Menthol is
far from the plush rock-star
lifestyle.
“When you’re doing what
you want to do, not having
money is not as discouraging,”
de Ley said. “This isn’t shit
work or drudgery to us.”
De Ley has been involved in
the Champaign music scene for
a few years, playing bass for

Hum. He was also involved
with Mother, Menthol’s namesake predecessor. Hum has
reached new levels of fame on
MTV with their song “Stars,”
but de Ley said he has no
regrets about leaving the band.
De Ley can now concentrate
on what he likes best – playing
guitar and writings songs for
Menthol.
“Most of the time I have writer’s block,” de Ley said. “Every
now and then there will be a
day when it all comes together.
“We actually make a conscious effort not to extend our
musical vision beyond the song
we are working on. We try and
construct our music out of thin
air and not without a style in
mind.”
According to de Ley, bar
goers can expect “an interesting band that isn’t afraid of a
totally rockist tendency.”

345-7849

345-7849
RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY

16 OZ. LG. DRAFTS $1.50

$5.95
$4.25
$3.95

DINNER

5 oz. Pork Chop-Reg. or BBQ & Coleslaw $6.50

Capital Recording Artist
(formerly “Mother”) w/ Castor
10:00 Doors 10:30 show

Menthol

$4.00

21 & over

TM

*Tax not included in price.

TM

Two Large 1-Item Pizzas $1195
plus tax

Crazy Bread & Sauce $1 59
plus tax

Try Our Thin & Crispy Pizza!

LITTLE CAESAR’S
NOW DELIVERS

Special Early Delivery Time Fri.-Sun., NOON!

OR

Pizza Only

$5.99
348-5454

Open for Lunch Friday, Saturday, and Sunday at 11:00

ARE YOU READY FOR SOME FOOTBALL?!
~OUR 8 FOOT BIG-SCREEN T.V. IS HERE~
SAN ANTONIO SUNDAYS
DOORS OPEN AT 11:30AM ~ BAR OPENS AT NOON
BLOODY MARYS $200 ~ DOMESTIC DRAFTS $100 ~ SANDWICHES ~ BURGERS ~ 1/2 PRICED APPETIZERS TILL 4PM

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
BUD LIGHT ~ MILLER LITE ~ ICEHOUSE PITCHERS $3
ITALIAN BEEF $2 ~ CHILI $2 ~ FOOD BAR TILL 9PM

8:00 Doors 8:30 Show $5.00
509 Van Buren 345-2380

r

plus tax

Fast Free Delivery!
Carry-out in just 20 minutes!!

Saturday, Sept. 23
NIL8 w/ Honest Engine
ALL AGES

s r

One Large 1-Item Pizza $795

for only $9.99

ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM. AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER

Friday, Sept.22

We Accept

with one free topping

Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover &
American Express
Accepted

Grinders, your
off-campus study place,
now open daily!

345-4743 • 3 W. Lincoln

20” Pizza

DAIQUIRI’S $2.25
BAR MIXERS $2.25

LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM
Caesar Salad
$4.50
W/ Chicken
Chicken Cordon Bleu
Stuffed Potato w/ Side Salad

1

The Weekend Special Large 1 item

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON

ML
& BL

2 Liter
of Pop
$ 69

You must be 21 years of age to enter the Alamo Saloon.

700 Broadway East

Mattoon

In the Mall Parking Lot

234-7337

University Board’s Human Potential
UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22 AT 7:00PM
IN THE LIBRARY LECTURE HALL
$

100 W/ STUDENT ID

Needs You!

UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

If you want to be a part of developing and
implementing Multi-Cultural Programs,
Call Anne at 581-6086 or
Students Activities Center at 581-5117

The Daily Eastern News

classifiedadvertising
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Wanted

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

$1000 FUNDRAISER fraternities, sororities & student organization. You’ve seen credit card
fundraisers before, but you’ve
never seen the Citibank
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application. Call Donna at 1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera.
_____________________11/1
Save on your-AUTO INSURANCE. Call BILL HALL 3457023 or stop by HALL INSURANCE, 1010 East Lincoln Ave.
_____________________9/25

EXTERIORS
PAINTERS
Experienced Student Painters
needed to paint Charleston
area homes. Full or Part Time.
AMERICA’S
COLLEGE
PAINTERS 1(800)626-6267.
“painting America’s homes
coast to coast”
_____________________9/21
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. FAST,
EASY-NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION. (800)862-1982 EXT.
33.
_____________________9/28
Bonanza hiring wait staff.
Excellent tips. Other positions
available, flexible hours. Apply
in person. 235-3141.
_____________________9/22
Joey’s has a few lunch and
evening spots open for delivery
drivers. Apply after 2p.m. at
Joey’s in the university village.
_____________________9/26
$40,000/YR. INCOME potential. Home Typists/PC users.
Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext.
T-2262 for listings.
_____________________9/22
$12-$14/per hour. Great opportunity for any student. This job
will not interfere with your studies or social life. Set your own
hours. Call for more information. 1-800-480-8797 or 1-800641-5647 7am-8pm.
_____________________9/26
Waitress wanted part time,
apply in person after 4 pm.
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_____________________9/29
Local software company seeks
full and part-time positions for
dealer and end-user technical
support.
Responsibilities
include the technical phone
support of 900+ dealer base as
well as end-user support.
Candidate must have good
problem solving abilities, experience with PC’s, excellent
phone skills and ability to learn
complex systems quickly.
Experience with computerized
accounting system a big plus!
Still interested? Call or send
resume
to:
Aulabaugh
Consulting Group, Inc., 618
Sixth St, Charleston, IL 61920,
217-345-6678 ext. 1.
_____________________9/28

Bass player and drummer
wanted for a blues/rock band.
Call Matt 345-1280.
_____________________9/27

‘86 Tempo, 88,XXX good cond.
Auto. 1,200 Honda Sctr. Ex.
Cond. $400 581-5545.
_____________________9/24
10 Gallon Aquarium - $4.95, 55
Gallon Aquarium w/Hood
$89.95. Why wait and pay
more-in stock Today! M-F 10-8,
Sa 10-6 and Sy=u 12-5.
Petropics 348-1018.
_____________________9/26
Two 9-inch Nail Tickets for Oct.
1 at World Music Theatre in
Tinley Park. Call Jamie 5812748.
_____________________9/25
1988 Chevy Blazer, S10 4x4,
Black, 85K mi, Sharp! $7300.
345-7962
_____________________9/22
1988 Chevy Blazer, S10 4x4,
Black, 85k mi, Sharp! $7300.
345-7962
_____________________9/25
Microwave for sale. Old but still
works good. $25 o.b.0. Call
Christi 345-9196
_____________________9/25

KAPPA DELTA RHO Informal
Recruitment 6-8 pm. at KDR
house across from Old Main.
_____________________9/22
DELTA ZETAS and DATES...Get
ready for a hillbilly hoedowning
time tonight at BARNDANCE!!!
_____________________9/22
DeeZees...Sisterhood...Sunday
, September 24th...6:30...DZ
House!! Get Excited!
_____________________9/22
Diversity, integrity, leaderships,
scholastics, athletics, campus
involvement, brotherhood, and
desire. It’s what makes a man a
gentleman. Join KAPPA DELTA
RHO.
_____________________9/22
CRITTER, We can’t thank you
enough for being a TERRIFIC
DEE ZEE MAN! We Love You!
_____________________9/22

H O R S E B A C K R I D I N G AT
RILEY CREEK STABLES. 5
min. from campus. 348-1424.
Hayrides and bonfire area.
_____________________9/22
$40,000/YR INCOME potential. Home Typists/PC users.
Toll free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. T2262 for listings.
_____________________9/22
FAST FUNDRAISER - RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS - GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. FAST,
EASY - NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION. (800)862-1982 EXT.
33
_____________________9/28
HORSE BOARDING ONLY 1
1/2 MILES SW FROM CAMPUS PHONE 345-6453 OR
348-8774
____________________12/11

Help Wanted
$331.00. Sell 72 college Tshirts-profit $331.00. Risk free.
Choose from 27 designs, or
design own. Free catalog 1800-700-4822.
____________________10/27
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL
FREE with SunSplash Tours.
Highest commissions, lowest
prices. Campus Reps wanted!
Sell Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida. 1-800-426-7710.
_____________________9/29
Dairy Queen now hiring for
lunch hrs and nights. Start at
$4.75 per hour and up. Apply
20 State St.
_____________________9/25
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Seasonal and full-time employment available at National
Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses!
Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N57381.
_____________________10/6
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
necessary 206-545-4155 ext.
A57381.
_____________________10/6
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
- Earn up to $2,000+/month
working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean,etc.). Seasonal and
full-time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634-0458 ext. C57381.
_____________________10/6
TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK - Make up to $25-45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required.
For information call: 206-6321146 ext. J57381.
_____________________10/6

Wanted
Drummer wanted for Rock
band. Call Brad 345-9840 (if
not home leave message.)
_____________________9/22

Sublessors
Male sublessor needed for
Spring 96. Share room oldetowm. Please call 345-9325.
_____________________9/29
Needed one female sublessor
to share a one bedroom apartment in Nantucket. Call Melissa
348-1736.
_____________________9/27
Female sublessor needed for
Spring 96. May move in sooner
if needed. Own room in Park
Place. Call Angie at 348-8421.
_____________________9/29

For Rent
Now open. Private room. Share
nice home with four girls near
EIU. School year 95-96. 3488406.
_____________________12/8
LADIES’ HOUSING: Mattoon
Large remodeled home for 6
ladies. 2 full baths, large
kitchen. Parking. $150 pr.mo.
pr. person plus utilities. Water
and trash pickup furnished. Call
234-6632 or 234-4867.
_____________________9/22
LADIES’ HOUSING: Mattoon 2
Newly remodeled efficiency
apartments for 2 ladies each.
Parking. $150 pr.mo. pr. person
plus utilities. Water and trash
pickup furnished. Call 234-6632
or 234-4867.
_____________________9/22

For Sale
Used CD’s! The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s, cassettes, concert T-shirts, and
video games. We buy sell, and
trade. Music Exchange 512 N.
19th St., Mattoon. 234-3668
____________________10/12
1986 Honda Elite 150 Scooter.
Looks and runs perfect. Call
345-4799.
_____________________9/25
3DO FOR SALE. 2 CONTROLLERS, LIGHT GUN, 15
GAMES. $1100 VALUE. $600
OBO. CALL JASON 348-5413
_____________________9/22
1984 Mobile home. 3 bedroom,
1 bath, decorated in neutral colors. Includes appliances and
storage shed. $12,000. Eli
Sidwell & Associates 348-0191.
_____________________9/22

Lost & Found
Lost set of keys, containing
five or six keys. Saturn and
EA sports key chains. Lost
near campus or in Coleman
Hall. Please call if found. 217442-8192.
____________________9/22
Lost at Stu’s on Friday: I.D.
w i t h h o l d e r. I f f o u n d c a l l
Jessica at 345-1449. Reward!
No questions asked.
____________________9/22
Lost-Black Jansport Book Bag
outside Andrews food-service.
Call 581-2749.
____________________9/25
Lost: Pair of eyeglasses with
brown earpieces. Left in
Booth Library SMC. Call #
6091
____________________9/25
Lost: Keys outside of housing
Office.
____________________9/25

Announcements
Happy 21st birthday Bob
Wielgog!
Love, The
Charleston Bars
____________________9/22
On the eighth day KAPPA
DELTA RHO was created...And
the earth stood still!!
____________________9/22
Rise above the rest. Join
K A P PA D E LTA R H O , w h r e
Honor come before all things.
_____________________9/22

campus clips
ZETA PHI BETA will be hosting our annual Back to School Bash/Talent
Show Tuesday at 9 p.m. in the Rathskeller. Come enjoy the fun & talent.
PHI BETA SIGMA is hosting a Blue, to The End party/neophyte
Saturday from 10 p.m. -2 a.m. in the University Ballroom. Doors close
at midnight.
PHI BETA SIGMA is having a 60 second Mac Down and Poetry
Contest tonite at 7 p.m. in the University ballroom.
EIU WOMEN’S RUGBY will have practice M-Th. at 5 p.m. behind the
fieldhouse. No exp. needed, everyone welcome.
PHI BETA SIGMA will have a football tournament Sat. at noon on the
Tundra. Bring your team of 11-15 and let’s get ready to rumble.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL party is cancelled tonite.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER is hosting weekend mass this Sunday
at 11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. at Coleman Auditorium.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will be having Sunday morning
worship service at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian Campus House, 2231 S.
4th St. Call 345-6990 for more info.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a pledge meeting Sunday at 8 p.m. in
the Oakland room.
KAPPA DELTA RHO will have individual committee chair meeting all
day Saturday at the KDR house.
KAPPA DELTA RHO will have a committee chair meeting Sunday at
6:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room.
KAPPA DELTA RHO will have a Chapter meeting Sunday at 7 p.m. in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO is looking for participants for their Rap down.
Please call Toni at 2339 or the House at 7088.
MINORITY AFFAIRS IS hosting a single parent workshop Saturday
from 1p.m. -3 p.m. at the Afro-American Cultural Center. Children
Welcome.
MISS BLACK EIU pageant coordinator is having a theme contest for
the 1996 pageant. Submissions due by Sept. 26 at 4 p.m. in the
Student Life office.
WESLEY FOUNDATION IS open for dancing, talking, meeting friends,
etc. There’s no cover charge and no age restriction if you’re a student
at EIU or Lake Land. Have fun tonight from 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
DELTA SIGMA PI will take pictures friday from 11 am.-2:15 p.m. in the
Shelbyville room.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

FRIDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

SEPTEMBER 22

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
NBC News

News
Inside Edition

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Grififth
Andy Grififth

Baseball: Reds
at Phillies

Dweebs
Bonnie Hunt

Family Matters
Boy Meets World

Up Close

Murder, She Wrote

Hercules

Washington Week
Wall St. Week

Barbara Walters
Interviews

Strange Luck

Ship Wrecks
Pirates

Center Street
Big Changes...

Movie: Weird
Science

Pickett Fences

Step by Step
Mr. Cooper
20/20

Boxing

Movie: Shattered
Image

Xena: Warrior
Princess
News

Listening to the
Children

Movie: A Cry

X-files

Spirit of Survival
Fields of Armor

St. Elsewhere

For Help
Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Hunters

News
MCLaughlin Group

America’s Most...
Cops

Shipwrecks
Pirates

Sneak Previews
Movie

American Gothic

Summer Camp
Wheel of Fortune
Cops

News
David L. (10:35)

News
Nightline(10:35)

Sports Center

Rider Cup Golf
Movie

Night Court
Simon & Simon

Being Served?
Movie:

Designing Women
Designing Women

SATURDAY

SEPTEMBER 23

P.M. WTWO-2
WCIA-3
News
6:00 News
MASH
6:30 Inside Wknd.
7:00 Wheel of Fortune Dr. Quinn,
7:30 Hoosier Millionaire Medicine Woman
8:00 Jag
Touched by an
Angel
8:30
9:00
Walker, Texas
Ranger
9:30
News
10:00 Sisters
10:30
From the Crypt

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
Wheel of Fortune

College Football:
Penn State at

Weird Science
Weird Science

Family Matters
Instant Riches

Lawrence Welk

Movie
con’t

Roseanne
Cheers

Spirit of Survival
Fields of Armor

Steam Railroads
All Aboard

Baseball: Braves
at Expos

Jeff Foxworthy
Maybe This Time
Movie: The Great
Mom Swap

Rutegers

Baseball: White Sox
at Twins

Postcards

Movie: K-9

Movie: Hostage
Flight

Martin
Preston Episodes

Mysterious
Monsters

Big Jazz Festival
Big Slide Guitar

News
H. Patrol

Movie: Intruder in
the Dust
Wings
Football Scoreboard Duckman
SportsCenter
Ryder/Golf
Movie

Cops
...Wanted

Fiddlers Jamboree
No Greater Ambition

Commish

Star Trek Voyager

Justice Files

St. Elsewhere

According to Us

Crew

Mysterious

Affirmative Action

Preston Episodes

Monsters

Movie

Artists/Wolves
News
Movie

Waiting for God
Dr. Who

SUNDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Movie: Gotcha!

Movie: Passed
Away

SEPTEMBER 24

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
Murphy Brown

60 Minutes

Funniest Videos
Funniest Videos

NFL Primetime

Movie con’t

Pinky/Brain
Sister, Sister

Ghostwriter

Movie Con’t

Space: Above
and Beyond

Queen of the
Beasts

Lonesome Pine

Movie: Smokey
and the Bandit

Brotherly Love
M. Adjustments

Cybill
Almost Perfect

Lois & Clark

Auto Racing

Murder, She Wrote

Kirk
Simon

Nature

Movie: Lonely
Hearts

Wild Sanctuaries
Himalayas

Dennis Wholey

Mad About You
Hope & Gloria
Movie: The
Unspoken Truth

Movie: Whose
Daughter Is She?

Movie: Lethal
Weapon 3

Renegade

Cleghorne!
First Time Out
News
Replay (9:40)

Rock & Roll

NASCAR

Inside the Secret
Service

Rock & Roll

Commish

Simpsons
Married...
Babylon 5

Visionaries
EIU Connection
Lynch Colloquium

National
Geographic
Explorer

Night Court
Xena

... Appearances
Mystery!

Barbara Walters
Interviews

Star Trek Deep
Space Nine

Wild Sanctuaries
Himalayas

...Home Video

Network Earth
TBA

Silk Stalkings
SportsCenter
Land’s End

News

Silk Stalkings

Movie:

The Daily Eastern News

Announcements
NO BIG WORDS NO BIG
RHYMES JUST DELIVERING
YOUR FOOD ON TIME! JOEY’S
345-2466
________________________9/26
FREE PROVOLONE CHEESE ON
ALL OF OUR SUBS. WHY?
BECAUSE WE LOVE YOU!
JOEY’S 345-2466
________________________9/26
HORSEBACK RIDING AT RILEY
CREEK STABLES. 5 min. from
campus 348-1424. Hayrides and
bonfire area.
________________________9/22
New DZ ACTIVES...You guys are
awesome turtles Love, Your sister !
P.S. CONGRATULATIONS!!!
________________________9/22
Go Baby Turtles! We Love You!
You are all FLAMING MAMMIES!!!
________________________9/22
Volunteers Needed to read materials for English counselwork.
Personal mall, etc. Call John at
348-8489.
________________________9/22
WOMEN WOMEN WOMEN
RUGBY RUGBY RUGBY FUN
FUN FUN __Come watch the EIU
women’s Rugby club this Saturday
at 10:00 a.m. when they take on U
of I. Game time: 10:00 a.m.
Location: Rugby field by campus
pond
________________________9/25
All New Bulbs, all new store front,
check us out. 10 tans $35.00JAMAICAN TAN 348-0018 710 7th
St.
________________________9/28
Everyone get excited about SIG
KAP SANDBLAST this weekend!
It’s going to be a great time.
________________________9/22
Come watch the excitement this
Saturday when EIU women’s
Rugby Club takes on U of I. Game
time: 10:00 a.m. Location: Rugby
field by campus pond.
________________________9/25
LOFTS: Fit bolsters. Will deliver.
Leave a message 581-3406
________________________10/5
Joanna Mehl of SIGMA KAPPA:
Congratulations on getting lavaliered to Mike Bartko of Pi Kappa
Alpha! Your sisters are excited for
you!
________________________9/22
Congratulations to Joalice Oard of
SIGMA KAPPA on getting engaged
to Scott Ryan of Delta Tau Delta
(alum)! Your sisters are happy for
you!
________________________9/22
EAST SIDE PACKAGE SUPER
SPECIALS. ICE COLD BUD, BUD
LT. 12NR 6.79. OLD STYLE CASE
24RT 7.99. COORS RED LT. CSE
6.99. ICE HOUSE 12NC 5.99.
KEGS IN STOCK AT EAST SIDE
PACKAGE RT.130 AT JACKSON
AVE. 345-5722
________________________9/22
FIRST ANNUAL SIG KAP SANDBLAST now through Sunday.
Come watch and cheer. Courts
behind Sigma Chi and Delta Sigs.
________________________9/22
SIGMA KAPPA SOFTBALL SISTERS: THANK YOU FOR MAKING OUR LAST SIG EP SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT AN AWESOME ONE! WE KNOW YOU
WILL KEEP OUR WINNING TRADITION ALIVE! WE’LL MISS YOU!
LOVE IN THE DOVE: ROCKIN’
ROBYN, WILD THING GADDINI,
AND HAIL MARY HAYNER
________________________9/22
Angie, Here’s hoping you get more
than a ten minute man! If your
phone isn’t broken, try calling!
Guess who??
________________________9/22
Alpha Phi Softball team.
Congratulations on a great tournament. You girls played great.
Looking forward to next year! Your
coaches John & Mike
________________________9/22
Congratulations to the women of
SIGMA KAPPA on winning the Sig
Ep Softball Tournament for the
second year in a row! Your sisters
are proud of you!
________________________9/22
Rain, Shine, or Snow SIG KAP
SANDBLAST is set to go. All
teams get excited.
________________________9/22
Congratulations to Amy Nevius
and Craig Toney on finally becoming lavaliered! I am so happy for
you two! Love, your kid, Sherry
________________________9/22
EAST SIDE PACKAGE SUPER
SPECIALS ICE COLD BUD, BUD
LT. 12NR 6.79 OLD STYLE CASE
24RT 7.99 COORS RED LT., CSE
6.99. ICE HOUSE 12CN 5.99.
KEGS IN STOCK AT EAST SIDE
PACKAGE RT. 130 AT JACKSON
AVE. 345-5722
________________________9/22
SIG KAP SANDBLAST TEAMS,
don’t forget we’re on the lookout
for Mr. Sandman!
________________________9/22
EIU Men’s Volleyball Tryouts Sept
26 & 28, Oct 3 & 5 7:30-10:00 pm
McAfee Gym For more info call
345-7379
________________________9/25

classified advertising
Announcements
DON’T MISS “POST WAR
FORDS” SATURDAY AT SPIKES.
MOST EXCITING AND DANCEABLE BAND PLAYING TODAYS
MODERN MUSIC FROM SPRINGFIELD.
________________________9/22
TO “THE GIRLS” OF 9G. WAY TO
KICK SOME BUTT ON TUESDAY,
ALL THE BRUISES PAID OFF.
CAN’T WAIT TO SEE SOME
MORE WINS! LOVE ANN.
________________________9/22
Formed 4 years ago because no
house could offer EVERYTHING
needed for success. Join KAPPA
DELTA RHO the fastest growing
fraternity on the nation.
________________________9/26
DON’T MISS “POST WAR
FORDS” SATURDAY AT SPIKES.
MOST EXCITING & DANCABLE
BAND PLAYING TODAYS MODERN MUSIC FROM SPRINGFIELD.
________________________9/22
ATTENTION
HOMECOMING
CHAIRS ORDER YOUR POMPS
AT TOKENS BY FRI. OCT 6TH
ASK FOR IRA.
________________________10/6
DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN SHIP
A PACKAGE, ORDER BALLOONS, CASH A CHECK, BUY
COOL EIU CLOTHES, AND GET
STAMPS ALL AT TOKENS? OPEN
EVERYDAY IN UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
_______________________11/22
DON’T MISS “POST WAR
FORDS” SATURDAY AT SPIKES.
MOST EXCITING & DANCABLE
BAND PLAYING TODAYS MODERN MUSIC FROM SPRINGFIELD.
________________________9/22
KDR Not just a social fraternity, it’s
what makes a man a gentlemen.
Join KDR!!
________________________9/26
Hey A-Phis! 4:00 club at Ike’s! C-U
There!!
________________________9/22
We have raised our standards so
raise yours!! See what KDR can do
for you.
________________________9/22
Alpha Phi AB’s: you look Phi-nominal in your letters! Have a great
weekend! Love, your sisters
________________________9/22
Opie and Boone— let’s get together and make paddles and afterward go “grazing”! —Tutu
________________________9/22
DON’T MISS “POST WAR
FORDS” SATURDAY AT SPIKES
MOST EXCITING AND DANCABLE BAND PLAYING TODAYS
MODERN MUSIC FROM SPRINGFIELDS.
________________________9/22
AST’s: Start to get excited for our
sisterhood this Sunday at Fox
Ridge!
________________________9/22
The Daily Eastern News has
moved to the MLK Union Gallery.
Business hours are from 8:00 a.m.
- 4:30 p.m. Come check us out!
______________________HA-00

APPLY NOW!
If you take pride in
your work and are
seeking an employer
who appreciates their
employees, we have
the job for you!
Offering: Great
Benefits (full time staff
only), Full or Part
Time, Flexible
Scheduling All Shifts,
Advancements Opps.
Positions available:
Activity Director,
Activity Aides,
Habilitation Aides,
Physical Therapy
Aide, Programmers,
Cooks/Dishwashers,
Whether you are a
student, professional,
retiree, or just a solid
individual looking for a
good job, join our
organization today.

738 18th St.,
Charleston,
IL
M-F 8-8,
E.O.E.

Friday, September 22, 1995

7B

8B

Friday, September 22, 1995

Official Notices are paid for by
the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices
should be directed to the originator.

BE ACCEPTED. The Assistance Center is located in Blair Hall, Room #100.
Office hours are Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. NOTE: If you
miss your initial advisement appointment, it will be rescheduled toward the
end of the registration period. —
Michael D. Taylor, Director of Registration

SPRING REGISTRATION
Students assigned to the Academic
Assistance Center must make an
appointment to register for Spring
1996 term. Appointments may be
made beginning Monday, September
25. The appointment must be made in
person. PHONE CALLS FOR
APPOINTMENT DATES WILL NOT

BUSINESS EDUCATION MAJORS
There will be an orientation meeting
for Business Education majors who
are seeking admission to Business
Teacher Education. This is a required
meeting for all majors who have not
attended a previous Business Education meeting. The meeting will be held
in LH102 at 4 p.m. on September 27,

official
notices

Get Checked
Today...

NOW OPEN!

GOURMET COFFEES
AND DESSERTS
“Your Off Campus Study Place.”

COLLEGE OF SCIENCES MAJORS
College of Sciences majors planning
to enroll in upper division business
courses in the Lumpkin College of
Business and Applied Sciences for
Spring 1996 must apply for a position
on the priority list by completing an
application form in 203 Old Main no
later than Monday, October 2, 1995.
College of Sciences majors with
minors in business administration
must also do this if they are planning
to enroll in upper division business
courses in the Lumpkin College of
Business and Applied Sciences for
Spring 1996. — Lida G. Wall, Dean,

Presenter: Dr. Roger Luft
Department of Business Education &
Administrative Information Systems

Monday, Sept. 25, 1995
7:00 pm Kansas Room
MLK University Union
Sponsored by the EIU Counseling Center

Happy 21st B’day

Augustine, CDS Department Chair

CDS ADVISEMENT
AND INFORMATION
The Department of Communication
Disorders and Sciences will hold a
Career Information and Group Advisement Session on Tuesday, October 3,
1995, in Room 201/202 of the Clinical
Services Building. Freshmen and
sophomore CDS majors and students
interested in a CDS major should
attend the 5:30 p.m. group meeting.
Junior and senior majors should
attend the 6:30 p.m. group meeting.
Individual advisement sessions will follow each group meeting. Students
interested in CDS may call 581-2712
for more information. — Robert M.

LSAT PREP COURSE
A prep course for the Law School
Admission Test will be given in OctNov on the EIU campus IF at least 15
register for it. For information and
applications, call Mr. Patterson (3480428), Ms. Louden (348-7527) or Dr.
Leigh (581-2523). — Peter R. Leigh,
Chair, Pre-Law Studies

You may have suffered a neck
or back injury. You may think
that the pain and stiffness will
go away. If vertebrate in your
spine are misaligned, this will

Drs. Don & Nancy
Selvidge
Chiropractic Physicians
Charleston 345-1190
Mattoon 235-4664

Bar
&
Grill

Good
Times.
Great
Food.

•50 Giant Gourmet Burgers•
•Chicken Wings•
•Fresh Oysters•
WE DELIVER

348-8055

OHIO NORTHERN LAW
A representative from Ohio Northern
Law School will be making a presentation about this law school as well as
meeting with students on September
26, from 1 to 2 p.m. in CH236. —
Peter R. Leigh, Pre-Law Advisor

Attention
Taylorville Area Students

Be sure, before it is too late.

$TRETCH YOUR DOLLAR$
Are you operating on a limited budget? Want to be able to meet obligation and to take advantage of future
opportunities? Learn how to stretch
your $$ to make them go farther.

College of Sciences

cause you health problems unless
it is corrected. Call today for a no
obligation examination to see if
you have suffered a hidden injury.

Grinder’s
8am-1pm & 7pm-11pm
Monday thru Saturday

1995. — Lillian R. Greathouse, Chair,
BED/AIS

On the VERGE of the Weekend

A piece of home has just arrived in Mattoon.

Visit Lyle’s Family Barbershop.
See your old friend Justin Hill.

1913 Western Ave.
Mattoon 234-7112

open
M-F 8-6 Sat 8-4

Budweiser and Coors
Pool Cues $1295
Special Order
Viking DeCues Available

Pawn Brokers
4th and Madison
325 E. Madison

Big ugly
yellow
building.

Reptiles • Birds • Small Animals
Salt & Freshwater Fish • Dog & Cat Supplies
WHours:
INSOR, IL

459-2811

M-F 10:00 - 8:00
Sat. 10:00 - 6:00
Sun. 12:00 - 5:00
1500 Madison Ave. Charleston, Il • Ph. 348-1018
You finally made it!
Hope this year is as
good as the last!
Love Brad

Students, Kids, & Alumni:
After each Panther

Home
Football Game

ALIVE IN ‘95!

COME EXPERIENCE IT!

Join in and March with the EIU BAND
as it returns to the band building.

First Christian Church

Compliments: Hall Insurance 1010 Lincoln Avenue 345-7023

4th and Jackson-Charleston
Services 8:30 and 11:00 Sunday

More Than Just Costumes!
•Gag Gifts & Novelties
•Lifesize Character Standups
•Magic & Juggling Supplies
•Face Painting
•Make-up & Wigs
•Adult Games & Toys

609 Sixth St.
345-2617

Daily: 7:15, 9:30
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:30

Tues - Fri.: 10-6
Sat.: 10-3

Looking for automotive service you
can really trust?

Daily: 7:00, 9:15
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:00

T erry’s Clip & Chip
Terry L. Roy - Class “A” Clubmaker

Member of the Professional Clubmaker’s Society

Family owned and operated
since 1963

Specializing
In.......

MILLER’S AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE
Call us for reasonable rates on
auto work and towing. 345-3335

Corner of 8th and Madison

315 6th Street

8th & Madison • Charleston, Il 61920 •217/345- 6325

Charleston

•CUSTOM BUILT GOLF CLUBS
•FULL SERVICE REPAIR CENTER
•INDOOR DRIVING RANGE
•COMPLETE FITTING CENTER

It Pays to Advertise in the Daily Eastern News

